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VO
It’s time to share your story! To push boundaries and break barriers! To learn, create and
collaborate! It’s time to make!
At Swinburne you’re part of Australia’s first creative campus. We want to equip you to learn new
skills in a digital world, to communicate new ideas to a wider audience than ever before, to take
your big ideas and make them accessible to everyone who reads, watches, experiences or listens
to them.
You will be supported by peers and industry professionals along the way so you can have the
confidence to share your own story. This is industry ready.
Ellen

The stuff I’ve learnt the most was through playing with creative tools and the Adobe programs whilst
I was studying and whilst I was at uni.
Not only do you get a lot of technical practice using the programs so you’re a lot quicker whilst
you’re at work using them, but a lot of the ideas you have and a lot of the passion and energy you
put forward into those projects will inform what kind of decisions you will make whilst you’re at
work. Might even give your company new ideas and new ways of doing things and new projects to
explore themselves.
VO
As a part of the Creative Campus, you will get access to powerful tools with the Adobe Creative
Cloud for free, for you to use for whatever you like, whether it be Uni work, passion projects or
just to play and learn.
You will have the opportunity to develop new skills with a wide range of exciting labs and
workshops covering everything you need to know to start making. We have one on one support
available in the library and the Adobe digital hub for resources, tutorials and support online for
all students around the world.
Don’t wait! Jump in and start making with Adobe today! Get started at swi.nu/adobe-hub
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